Academic information suitable for academic research comes in many formats, but there are some common elements in deciding whether information is credible. As it is well known usual information sources are books(e-books); journal articles; newspaper articles; websites and other types and formatsprint and published electronically.In this research as the main source of information, newspapers aretaken. Measuring the content of newspapers can help bring informed decisions and, if repeated at appropriate intervals, it allows us to track content over time to measure figures and allows better choices.Information is very important in observing the competition by analysing new product developments, shifts in market share, individual company performance, and overall industry trends. Information helps managers anticipate economic and any other kind of changes, monitoring economic conditions at home and abroad and in short, they can provide answers to our questions. In this research analysis of almost 500 numbers of different business newspapers printed/published online in Croatia is done with the main purpose to establish geographical context when measuring business news and taking into consideration number of domestic and foreign companies mentioned as well as economic sector of activity in which they operate. Analysis of headquarters of foreign companies and regions/cities in Croatia regarding domestic companies i.e. place where theyoperate has also been taken into consideration. In that way geographic focus, become clearer. Research was conducted in two periods: 2008-09 and 2014-15, i.e. period during and after economic recession. In that way author have tried to establish is the global recessioninfluenced (if any) on the changes that occur in the business content of analysed newspapers during researched period.
INTRODUCTION
We evaluate information hundreds of times each day. Whether we are considering buying a new car or choosing to believe an implausible story we have just heard, we are evaluating information and deciding whether it can be depended upon or disbelieved. Some information, such as a book published by a reputable publisher, has been reviewed by others first. Other information reaches us in unfiltered form [4] . Academic informationsuitable for academic research comes in many formats, but there are some common elements in deciding whether any information is credible. Common information sources arebooks, both in-print and published electronically (e-books); journal articles, both in-print and electronic; newspaper articles, both in-print and electronic; websites; other types, including social media, podcasts, newscasts, videos, etc. [4] . "Information can be used to evaluate the marketplace by surveying changing tastes and needs, monitoring buyers' intentions and attitudes, and assessing the characteristics of the market. Information is critical in monitoring the competition by watching new product developments, shifts in market share, individual company performance, and overall industry trends. Intelligence helps managers anticipate legal and political changes, and monitor economic conditions in the world. In short, intelligence can provide answers to two key business questions: How am I doing? and Where am I headed?" [6] 
METHODOLOGY
The time needed to analyse newspaper content depends on the size of the newspaper. The more stories, listings and content promotions that are printed in a typical week, the more time it takes to complete analysis. Analysis time varies greatly depending on the level of detail desired. Basic analysis can be completed in approximately 10 hours; time needed, can expand to hundreds of hours for very detailed analysis [2] . One of the main methods for content analysis is comparison of different media in the context of introducing different social chain of events in them. Largest number of the research deals with written media, mostly newspaper texts. We also have to take into consideration that written media are much more developed, according to number and diversity, than electronic media in Croatia [3] . In this research analysis of almost 500 numbers of different business newspapers (Lider, Forbes -Croatian edition, Poslovni dnevnik and Banka) printed in Croatia is done with the main purpose to establish geographical context of measuring business news and taking into consideration number of domestic and foreign companies mentioned as well as economic sector of activity in which they operate. Analysis of headquarters of foreign companies andregions/cities in Croatia regarding domestic companies i.e. place where theyoperateis also takeninto consideration. In that way geographic focus, become clearer. These data are then compared with official statistics (form Croatian Bureau of Statistics) regarding trade balance between Croatia and other countries analysed in this research. Research was conducted in two periods: 2008-09 and 2014-15, i.e. period during and after economic recession. In that way author tried to establish whether the global recessionis well accompanied by business newspaper and are they objective and what (if any) changes occur in the business content of analysed newspapers during researched period.
BUSINESS INFORMATION SOURCES
Formal sources may be defined as those which are constituted in some regularized or legal manner in relation to the user, whereas informal sources have no such basis. Formal sources are often alsoimpersonal, and informal sources are likewise often personal; and so at first sight the pairs informal-personal and formal-impersonal seem to be synonymous, but this is not necessarily so [1] . As for business sources, information comes in general surveys, data, articles, books, references, search-engines, and internal records that a business can use to guide its planning, operations, and the evaluation of its activities. Such information also comes from friends, customers, associates, and vendors. Published sources may be daily newspapers; financial, trade, and association magazines; databases, government statistics, directories, technical manuals, and much else. In effect, since "information" is defined more by context than by content, business information is whatever information helps a business know its environment [6] . Business analysts cite two primary sources of business information: external information, in which documentation is made available to the public from a third party; and internal information, which consists of data created for the sole use of the company that produces it, such as personnel files, trade secrets, and minutes of board meetings [6] . Many of these databases offer information pertinent to the activities of business owners. Internet includes data on demographics and markets, economics and business, finance and banking, international trade, foreign statistics, economic trends, investment information, and government regulations and laws. This information is provided by Internet news groups, online versions of newspapers and magazines, and trade associations. Robert Fabian in CMA -The Management Accounting Magazine,claims, "Manycolleges, universities, libraries, research groups, and public bodies make information freely available to anyone with an Internet connection"."Often, the motivation is to make information available to people within the institution. But it can be less costly to provide general access than to screen access" [6] . 
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Where published [3] . In this paper, four types of business papers are analyzed, which make half of published business newspapers in Croatia. Main difference between them is in the period of publishing (daily, weekly, and monthly) and the goal was to establish if there are any difference according to the number and diversity in the content according to the publishing period i.e. is there more focus on certain topics than in other newspapers, which are published less regularly. All together almost 500 hundred numbers of mentioned business newspapers has been analyzed which gave the solid overview of its content, from which some parts are taken for analysis. In this case, those were business companies, economic sectors of their activities and their headquarters (according to the city/region -in Croatia and countryforeign companies). This was important to research for establishing geographic focus of analyzed content. In the newspapers all the news about companies are analysed. Supplements were also taken into consideration. When we mention the supplement we think of every individual unit no matter which journalist form belongs to, what it size is or content which it raises and which is physically separated from next unit i.e. next supplement. In that way,as supplement form is equallytreated an interview, which cover few pages, as well as smaller news, that takes only few percentage of the page, but represents individual and sensible unit [3] . If we analyze foreign companies depending on their headquarters (in which country headquarter is) in the newspaper content, the most dominant country is U.S.A., followed by Germany, and some countries in Croatia vicinity like Slovenia, Italy and Austria. In less extent countries like France, Russia, Japan, United Kingdom (UK), Switzerland, China and others are mentioned. When making content analysis of the same business newspapers for the period 2014-2015 in accordance with 2008-2009 some similarities, but also differences are discovered. For example, out of Croatian (domestic) companies most numerous, when analyzing content are those from food industry (Podravka), health sector (Imunološki zavod),oil industry (INA), and companies which are doing business in several different sectors (Adris grupa). They are followed by companies from machinery industry (Đuro Đaković, Končar), retail sector, shipbuilding and tourism. When economic sectors were analyzed separately, most mentioned in the newspaper content were hotel industry and tourism, which is to be expected considering the role of these in Croatian economy.After tourism, most important sectors are food industry, banking and financing, ICTand then transportation. 
Poslovni dnevnik
In recent,period more attention is given to the companies from ICT sector, which is expected due to significance of development in new technologies, especially informatics and new software, which have great impact on contemporary business, but also everyday life. Greater extent of content is also dedicated to the social networks. Economic sectors, which are most included in the newspaper content in this period, are banking, energy, auto industry and ICT followed by air transport, retail and other sectors. . This is also a period in which world economic recession started so it is to be expected that the business activity of global companies had effect on smaller companies and smaller countries, which are dependent on them. Domestic companies are the least mentioned on local/regional level (7,3 per cent) which indicates their smaller significance in Croatian economy (and because of that, they are less interesting to business newspapers).
In the period 2014-2015 situation is changed and larger focus is registered on domestic companies (49,5 per cent) than on the foreign companies (42,4 per cent) in the content. We can say that domestic economy becomes more important for business newspapers, although local and regional companies are still neglected, and the least mentioned (tab.3.) in analysed content. When analysing official statistics about export and import of Croatia, which gives us objective glance for comparison with analysed articles in newspapers, it is obvious that Croatia has most trade activity with countries of EU. Italy, Germany and Slovenia are the most important Croatian trading partners (for researched years) and this activity is adequately accompanied in analysed newspapers, i.e. the perception of importance of these countries for Croatia and its economy in business newspapers is good, which shows that they are more or less objective. Other neighbouring countries, besides Slovenia, are also very significant trading partner to Croatia, and their number of mentioning in analysed newspaper is also adequate. However, the case is that in most first places in analysed newspaper content U.S.A. i.e. U.S. companies are mentioned, which is not objective as Croatia-U.S.A. trade balance is quite small when comparing to other countries i.e. trade partners. That also includes Croatian-US companies' cooperation. In this case, number of companies from U.S.A. mentioned in newspaper is not justified. The reason for that is mostly significance and global position of American companies in the world economy so writing about them in business newspaper is inevitable.
CONCLUSION
When making analysis of the same business newspaper content for the period 2014-2015 in accordance with 2008-2009 some similarities, but also differences are discovered. Most obvious similarity is in focus on certain economic sectors, although there are some new areas (for example social networks) which will become more and more interesting in following years. On the other hand some differences have been noticed in the text which are become more focused on domestic economy and companies during the analyzed years. Since Croatia become the member of EU in 2013, it was interesting to analyze how this process was covered in business newspaper. Global companies still have large space in the newspapers, but smaller than before. When comparing content all together it is also obvious that main trends in Croatia economy registered in the statistics) are not very important when choosing what topics and themes will be chosen as the part of business newspaper content. They are all choosing most attractive themes even if they are not so significant or donot have close connections with current economic situation which is concern of regular reader of the business newspaper/magazines.
